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Chapter 2481: Heavenspan Token 

Dividing a mountain and ruling! 

This matter was decided just like that. 

What Ye Yuan said represented the attitude of the myriad races. 

No one refuted it! 

Even Lin Chaotian and the rest of the nine great Dao Ancestors did not dare to refute it either. 

Refuting it would mean that they would be facing the divine race! 

Concerning the might of the divine race’s progenitors, they already had a profound experience. No one 

would be stupid. 

Disregarding other things, just talking about the two great Ten-marks powerhouses, they were not what 

the human race could deal with. 

Of course, none of these mattered. 

The important thing was that the Doomsday Battle did not need to be fought anymore! 

Ye Yuan suppressed the all-powerful divine race that possessed two mighty Ten-marks powerhouses 

with his power alone! 

No earth-shaking great battle! 

No abyss of suffering! 

The divine race accumulated for ten billion years to stage a comeback. How colossal was the 

momentum? 

However, Ye Yuan destroyed the army first, and then he suppressed progenitors afterward, averting a 

war that would obliterate heaven and decimate the earth to nothing. 

Such achievements surpassed the ancients and amazed the contemporaries! 

After this battle, the divine race went on a large-scale migration and entered the Heavenspan World. 

The myriad races also issued a strict order to immediately withdraw from the west of the Heavenspan 

Mountain. 

An unprecedented grand migration unfolded in the Heavenspan World. 

But to the vast majority of the martial artists, not fighting a war was naturally the best. 

The world of martial artists was full of slaughter. But this kind of Doomsday Battle was a little too cruel. 

Under such a war, even if your strength was immensely formidable, you would ultimately be cannon 

fodder. 
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Back then, how powerful were humanity’s 18 Grand Ancestors? But in the end, they turned to dust too. 

Once the Doomsday War started, it would be equivalent to a meat grinder. Even if many powerhouses 

were not willing to get involved, it was inevitable to be affected too. 

Therefore, within the human territories, they were practically all talking about Ye Yuan’s great 

achievements. 

Talking about information, it was naturally Bao Inquire who was the most well-informed. 

Currently, Bao Inquire was already surrounded by a large group of Heavenly Emperor powerhouses, 

inquiring from him about the beginning and end of the human and divine war. 

Bao Inquire had a look of exultation, recounting the scene of Ye Yuan battling three great progenitors by 

himself. 

His eloquence was good too, talking like it happened to him personally. 

All around him, the Heavenly Emperors listened with intoxication. 

Talking until the exciting parts, Bao Inquire himself was also very excited. 

“That ninth true dragon spirit struggled to free itself bit by bit. You all can’t imagine the expression of 

the divine race’s Progenitor Tian Qing. It was wonderful! He wished to rush forward and crush that ninth 

true dragon spirit! The eight true dragon spirits got stronger and stronger, and the three great 

progenitors were looking like they were giving out!” Bao Inquire said with a look of exultation. 

A Heavenly Emperor by the side said nervously, “Then … Then after that?” 

Actually, the Heavenly Emperors present already knew the outcome long ago. 

In the end, the ninth true dragon spirit collapsed and did not appear. 

But the atmosphere was already built up to this point. They seemed to have already forgotten about the 

result, and they were only following the plot. 

After all, a human battling three great progenitors by himself, no one was able to imagine this sort of 

thing before this at all. 

Nine great Dao Ancestors being able to defeat a progenitor one-on-one was already something very 

impressive. 

In reality, it was simply impossible for them to be a progenitor’s match. 

Regarding this point, everyone was clear in their hearts too. 

But Ye Yuan battled three great progenitors by himself. Just thinking about it made people feel their 

hearts leap. 

Let alone that he nearly defeated three great progenitors! 

Bao Inquire let out a sigh and said, “Unfortunately! Right at this time, Lord Saint Azure’s blood vitality 

was depleted, and the ninth true dragon dissipated. But you all don’t know something. If Lord Saint 



Azure could really summon the ninth true dragon spirit, the divine race might not even have gotten half 

of this world currently! You didn’t see back then when Lord Saint Azure gave a cold laugh and asked 

Progenitor Tian Qing whether he had the qualification to threaten him or not. Progenitor Tian Qing 

hurriedly retorted saying that the divine race can enter the Heavenspan World; saying that this was 

what Ye Yuan said earlier! That expression was fearful of Lord Saint Azure going back on his 

word! Hahaha … Feels really invigorating!” 

“Yeah! Really feels f*cking awesome!” 

“Don’t the divine race call themselves the messengers of heaven all day long, invincible under the 

heavens? Lord Saint Azure really slapped their faces resoundingly!” 

“Isn’t that so! If they are the messengers of heaven, then as the human race’s representative, Lord Saint 

Azure is heaven! Hahaha …” 

… … 

The group of Heavenly Emperors all had excited looks on their faces, feeling honored. 

Ever since the divine race came into being, the secrets of history were dug up bit by bit. Virtually all of 

the human powerhouses were living in the shadow of the divine race. 

The might of the divine race made them unable to breathe. 

Today, they finally felt exaltation upon fulfillment! 

It was Saint Azure who gave them the chance to walk with their heads held high! 

But Bao Inquire reined in his expression and said with great veneration, “Lord Saint Azure’s 

achievements are worthy of all of us to remember! Although he’s already respected as a grand ancestor 

powerhouse, he’s completely different from those nine old thieves! He has compassion for all life, and 

he’s truly fighting for the human race! Even during that war, he didn’t forget to warn the divine race to 

not harm the innocent! If not for him, we’d have already become the divine race’s slaves now, and be 

doomed for all of eternity!” 

The Heavenly Emperors felt the same way, nodding their heads one after another. 

Heavenly Emperor powerhouses were indeed the Heavenspan World’s supreme powerhouses. 

But in front of Doomsday Battles, in front of this kind of Doomsday Battle, Heavenly Emperors were too 

insignificant. 

Dao Ancestor-level powerhouses were the world’s real masters! 

They already surpassed the level of ordinary martial artists and would not care about the life and death 

of ordinary people at all. 

But Ye Yuan was different! 

His actions made these Heavenly Emperors feel respect! 

That was right! It was respect! 



Reaching Ye Yuan’s level, he completely did not need to care about the life and death of ordinary martial 

artists. 

But he still fought for all living things! 

He did not bemoan the state of the universe and pity the fate of mankind, but in front of the cardinal 

principles of righteousness, he would never give in! 

“Lord Saint Azure is well-deserving of being a man of great talent and virtue through the ages! If it was 

me, being framed by the nine great Dao Ancestors and being spurned by numerous people, I’d never 

have stepped forward!” 

“That’s right! Lord Saint Azure is a saint! He doesn’t refrain from killing, but he also doesn’t kill innocent 

people indiscriminately. In front of the principle of right and wrong, he proceeds without hesitation!” 

“Yeah! Lord Saint Azure created the legend of the human race! His achievements illuminate through the 

ages. He is really worthy of all of us admiring him!” 

… … 

Talking up to here, these Heavenly Emperors all expressed admiration from the bottom of their hearts. 

Actually, before this battle, many people had already lost hope. 

The nine great Dao Ancestors offended Ye Yuan to the core. 

Their shamelessness had no lower limit at all. 

But in the end, Ye Yuan still stepped forward and overturned the raging tides. 

Just as they were chatting idly, a massive ripple suddenly set off in the direction of the Heavenspan 

Mountain. 

A series of comets flew out from the Heavenspan Mountain, tore across the horizon, and flew to each 

corner of the Heavenspan World. 

A powerhouse said in surprise, “Mn? What happened to the Heavenspan Mountain again?” 

“Ever since Heavenly Dao Samsara, the Heavenspan Mountain couldn’t be entered anymore. Now, I 

don’t know what’s happening.” 

Bao Inquire’s gaze flickered and he said, “Heh heh, looking at this appearance, it should be the 

Heavenspan Token! The Doomsday Battle has just subsided; I’m afraid that … another sanguinary 

slaughter is about to be set off again!” 

The gazes of the Heavenly Emperors turned intent and they asked, “What’s this Heavenspan Token for?” 

Bao Inquire smiled and said, “You all should not think much about it! This thing is a calamity. It is not a 

blessing for you guys! Without Deva Fourth or Fifth Blight strength, better don’t think about it!” 
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“What’s the Heavenspan Token?” Ye Yuan asked with a curious face. 

The appearance of the Heavenspan Token made the entire Heavenspan World seethe with excitement 

again. 

Currently, the outside world was already in chaos. 

Each Deva Realm powerhouse was mobilizing the Heavenly Emperors and Empyreans under them to go 

out and search for the Heavenspan Tokens, stirring up a sanguinary slaughter. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets said, “Heavenspan Token is the key to enter the Heavenspan 

Mountain during Heavenly Dao Samsara! Only with it can one have the qualification to contest for the 

qualifications of a Dao Ancestor, and then dominate the next samsara!” 

When Ye Yuan heard, he came to a realization! 

After the war, he attempted to enter the Heavenspan Mountain. 

But upon reaching the borders of the Heavenspan Mountain, he was pushed away by a powerful force. 

Even a powerhouse like him was unable to resist it. 

This was heaven’s might, mortals could not resist it! 

“Presumably, those few are already raring to move out, right?” Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a 

smile. 

Those few that he spoke of were naturally referring to the nine great Dao Ancestors. 

The nine of them had been in control of the Heavenspan World for an epoch, how could they be willing 

to submit to others? 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets smiled and said, “That’s of course! In reality, they have already 

prepared for a very long time! Right now, the nest has long already been cast, right? With their ten 

billion years of management, obtaining a Heavenspan Token is naturally nothing difficult. But this time, 

if they want to obtain the position of Dao Ancestor again, it would likely not be so easy anymore. 

Furthermore, attaining the position of Dao Ancestor also doesn’t rely on just strength only. Luck is very 

important too.” 

The last Heavenly Dao Samsara, the divine race’s progenitors were already beaten down by the 18 grand 

ancestors until they did not have the strength to fight back, that was how they had the opportunity to 

take advantage of. 

This time, the divine race’s progenitors have all returned, they would naturally join in the fight for Dao 

Ancestor qualifications. 

It would naturally be doubly difficult for the few of them to want to become Dao Ancestors again. 

“Oh??Why do you say that?” Ye Yuan asked out of curiosity. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets said, “The Heavenspan Mountain’s area is extremely vast. Where 

the rule crystal appears, nobody knows either. Furthermore, even if you obtain it, you might not be able 



to become a Dao Ancestor either! Back then, Dao Ancestor Light was the weakest among them, being 

only Deva Second Blight. But the powerhouses competing for the rule crystals all died out in the end. 

But he slipped through and became Dao Ancestor Light. Therefore, he’s also the weakest one among 

Dao Ancestors.” 

Ye Yuan could not help being secretly tongue-tied when he heard it. 

A Deva Second Blight actually obtained a rule crystal. This luck was insane. 

But this time, the divine race would also join in the contending army. 

Furthermore, the Dao Ancestors who retired this time, each of them was shockingly powerful. 

The competition would surely be even fiercer. 

Although luck was very important, strength was more important. 

With so many Grand Ancestor-level powerhouses joining in, it was obvious that the weaker ones had 

even small chances. 

“Ye Yuan, during this Heavenly Dao Samsara, you must win and return with the position of Dao 

Ancestor! Only by becoming a Dao Ancestor can you suppress the divine race, and make them not dare 

to behave wildly! Of course, those few guys, we’ll avenge grievances if there are any, and take revenge if 

there are grudges!” 

The shamelessness of the few Dao Ancestors also disgusted him badly. 

He was filled with displeasure towards those few. 

“Dao Ancestor??Huhu,?I’m definitely going to the Heavenspan Mountain. It’s just that this status of Dao 

Ancestor … I don’t have any interest in it.” Ye Yuan shook his head and said with a laugh. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’s expression changed and he said, “Ye Yuan, this isn’t the time to 

decline out of modesty! With your strength, coupled with a rule crystal, you’ll absolutely become the 

number one Dao Ancestor! Without you, the human race wouldn’t be able to suppress the divine race 

too. Just based on the few of them, they aren’t qualified enough at all! On the divine race’s side, once 

they become Dao Ancestors, their strength will become unimaginably strong!” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “I have my own path. I don’t need the enhancement of rule crystals! 

Furthermore, don’t you feel that this Heavenspan World … is like a giant cage, imprisoning everyone 

here?” 

Talking up to here, Ye Yuan lifted his head to look at the sky, his gaze revealing a complicated look. 

At present, Ye Yuan was practically already standing at the very summit of the Heavenspan World. 

The scenery before his eyes was already completely different. 

Lin Chaotian they all would lament about what was above the Heavenspan Mountain. 

Then how could Ye Yuan not be filled with vicissitudes of emotion? 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’s entire body trembled, his eyes revealing a look of astonishment. 



Could it be that the thing Lin Chaotian they all worried about would actually come true? 

Ye Yuan would break the shackles and become an existence above Dao Ancestors? 

But how was this possible? 

There had never been such a record in the Heavenspan World; let alone such a legend. 

Even Tian Qing back then was also unable to break the shackles with the augmentation of the rule 

crystal! 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s words earlier were earth-shattering. He actually said that the Heavenspan 

World was a giant cage! 

“What do your words mean?” Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets felt that his breathing became 

somewhat ragged. 

Ye Yuan was filled with vicissitudes of emotion as he said, “You know, I avenge grievances if there are 

any, and take revenge if there are grudges. I and the divine race shouldn’t be able to coexist under the 

same sky. Then why did I take the initiative to let them enter the Heavenspan World?” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets was taken aback and said, “Yeah, I was very curious too. This isn’t 

your style!” 

The enmity between Ye Yuan and the divine race could be said to have stretched for ten billion years. 

If he really thought of it, the 18 grand ancestors were all his disciples. 

These 18 people, all had fallen. 

Let alone that the divine race forcibly abducted Yue Mengli, making the pair of them lovers unable to 

accept each other despite meeting. 

With Ye Yuan’s personality, he should have suppressed the divine race firmly in the Abyss World. 

But he did not. 

Ye Yuan heaved a sigh and said, “I made a trip to the divine race this time. Only then did I discover that 

they are also a bunch of pitiful people! Maybe the things that they did were all against their own will!” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’s pupils constricted and he said, “You … What on earth did you 

discover?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “I haven’t got a clue right now yet. But I have a feeling that everything 

in the Heavenspan World seems to have been manipulated! Dao Ancestors, divine race, human race, 

everyone and everything, all seems like it’s being manipulated by an entity in secret. And we’re living, 

fighting, falling into samsara over and over again according to this rule.” 

A raging storm was stirred up in Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’s heart. 

Ye Yuan’s words really subverted his understanding of this world. 



All along, his life’s creed was to guard the Heavenspan World and not let the divine race re-enslave the 

human race. 

But Ye Yuan’s words made him think deeply! 

Who was overlooking the world? Who was deciding their fate? 

They were merely a bunch of piglets reared in pens? 

“B-But who’s controlling all these?” Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets said rather flusteredly. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “I don’t know, but I feel that it should be related to the divine race’s 

totem statues! Maybe the day when I break the statues, there will be an answer! But, no matter who’s 

controlling us, we’re too insignificant in front of him! Therefore, I need even greater power!” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets muttered, “Even greater power, could it be that … Dao Ancestor 

isn’t enough yet?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “A strength capable of controlling the Heavenspan World, can you 

imagine how powerful it is?” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’s complexion turned deathly pale, and he said, “This … Does this 

mystery really need to be uncovered?” 
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Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets was afraid! 

A power capable of controlling a world was seriously too terrifying. 

Therefore, he would rather not go and uncover this lid. 

Because uncovering it would mean going to confront it. 

Just like the mortals in his small world, no matter what boundary they cultivated to, it was also 

impossible to defeat him. 

How could they possibly defeat such an existence? 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Sorry, I have to do this thing. Because if I don’t do it, I won’t be able 

to save Li-er. Relax. Regardless of who he is, he will be faced by me!” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets smiled bitterly and said, “Face? What will you use to confront 

him?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Maybe I can really break the shackles?” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ entire body trembled and he said in alarm, “I-Is this really true?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “I have a feeling that my cultivation realm hasn’t reached the end yet! It’s just 

that, for the time being, I haven’t found the way to break through yet.” 
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Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets had a look of astonishment and he said, “How is this possible? Deva 

Fifth Blight is the end. How … How did you do it?” 

Ye Yuan said, “Actually, Lin Chaotian guessed half of it correctly. I indeed became powerful because of 

the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. It’s just that my greatest reliance isn’t the Lesser Heavenspan 

Mountain, but a set of cultivation methods that I comprehended from the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. 

It’s precisely this set of cultivation methods that made me who I am today. But unfortunately, your small 

worlds have already been set, and you can no longer cultivate this set of cultivation methods anymore.” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ pupils constricted and he said, “A cultivation method capable of 

breaking the shackles! C-Could it be that our cultivation was all wrong?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “My small world isn’t opened up by myself, but it evolved and formed 

naturally. When you all cultivate to the Deva Realm, the small world already reached the end form. But 

my small world isn’t fully formed yet. This is also why I don’t need to cross the Deva blight tribulation.” 

Monstrous waves were set off in Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ heart. 

The impact that Ye Yuan’s words had on him was seriously too strong. 

Ye Yuan’s small world actually had not taken shape yet! 

The cultivation method of everyone in the Heavenspan World was actually wrong! 

What was even scarier was that Ye Yuan actually walked out a path that belonged to himself! 

This talent simply rendered people speechless. 

Others all used one in a million to describe talent. 

But Ye Yuan was the only one in the Heavenspan World! 

Among trillions of living beings, he was the only one! 

After a long time, Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets shook his head and said with a bitter smile, “No 

wonder! No wonder how this emperor divined it, I wasn’t able to see through your destiny too. Your 

destiny has already jumped outside of Heavenly Dao. How can it be what a mortal could divine? 

Whatever unpredictable child, whatever talks of destiny, it doesn’t exist to you!” 

The two people were currently chatting when Jian Yunxin came. 

“Lord Saint Azure, Father, there’s a Deva Fourth Blight martial artist outside called Zhang Zhen, who says 

that he has an urgent matter to see Lord Saint Azure,” Jian Yunxin said. 

Ye Yuan said, “Did he say anything?” 

Jian Yunxin shook his head and said, “He didn’t say anything. He says that the matter is of utmost 

importance and must see you in person.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Let him come in then.” 

Before long, a middle-aged man wearing a navy blue robe walked in under Jian Yunxin’s lead. 



The moment the arrival saw Ye Yuan, he knelt down and said, “This lowly one Zhang Zhen pays respect 

to Lord Saint Azure, Lord Profound Secrets!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Get up. What are you looking for me for?” 

Zhang Zhen fished out a very strange-looking stone. But the moment this stone appeared, an aura of 

Great Dao immediately filled the great hall. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ pupils constricted and he said, “Heavenspan Token!” 

Ye Yuan asked rather curiously, “This strange stone is the Heavenspan Token?” 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets nodded and said, “This aura can’t be wrong!” 

Zhang Zhen said, “This lowly one came here to offer the Heavenspan Token to Lord Saint Azure!” 

Ye Yuan said in surprise, “Such a treasure, you actually want to offer it to me?” 

Zhang Zhen nodded and said, “Yes!” 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “Can you tell me the reason?” 

Zhang Zhen said, “To be candid, this lowly one is Dao Ancestor Life’s subordinate! This Heavenspan 

Token was also snatched from the hands of numerous powerhouses under his orders!” 

The moment Ye Yuan heard, he became even more curious. 

Lin Chaotian’s subordinate was actually giving the Heavenspan Token to him? 

Only to see Zhang Zhen continue, “But this lowly one doesn’t want to work for that shameless man 

anymore! Lord Saint Azure understands and sympathizes with martial artists of my generation, making 

contributions high until it shocks the world. This lowly one admires Lord Saint Azure greatly! Therefore, 

this lowly one is willing to offer this token to Your Excellency! Furthermore, to be honest with you, this 

lowly one still has another Heavenspan Token in my hands. I hope that I can get Lord Saint Azure’s 

protection and bring me into the Heavenspan Mountain!” 

The moment Ye Yuan heard, he immediately understood. 

The struggle for Dao Ancestor this time was totally different from last time. 

They all, these Deva Realm martial artists, could only be the vassals of the various great Dao Ancestors. 

Otherwise, there would not even be a chance to enter. 

Hence, regardless of who obtained the Heavenspan Token, they would probably have to choose to join a 

faction. 

Over on the nine great Dao Ancestors’ side, their reputation already went sour. Even their own 

subordinates were actually unwilling to follow them anymore! 

This Zhang Zhen actually wanted to seek his protection. 

When Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets heard that, he could not help laughing as he 

said,?“Hoho,?the public attitude! Lord Saint Azure’s name of being a saint already reigns supreme in the 



Heavenspan World! I reckon that Zhang Zhen is just the beginning. In the future, I’m afraid that there 

will be even more martial artists coming here to seek your refuge.” 

Zhang Zhen followed up, “Yes! Lord Saint Azure had extremely high prestige in the eyes of martial artists 

of my generation! Whoever mentions Lord Saint Azure all can’t help but give a thumbs up.” 

When Ye Yuan heard that, he could not help being speechless too. 

He also did not expect that such a thing would actually happen. 

However, he shook his head and said, “Leave, I can’t protect you.” 

Zhang Zhen was taken aback and his expression immediately changed drastically and he said, “Your 

Excellency, w-why is this? Could it be that … Your Excellency looks down on me because of my 

background?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “It has nothing to do with your background. It’s just that when I enter 

the Heavenspan Mountain, I won’t be taking part in the struggle for Dao Ancestor. I’ll naturally be 

unable to protect you.” 

Zhang Zhen opened his mouth wide and said with a look of disbelief, “Y-Your Excellency is actually not 

competing to be a Dao Ancestor?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “I’ll enter the Heavenspan Mountain, but it’s just in order to obtain the Tear 

of Life. I’m not interested in the position of Dao Ancestor.” 

Zhang Zhen was utterly speechless. 

Presently, the entire Heavenspan World was crazy for the position of Dao Ancestor. 

Outside, blood already flowed like rivers for a single Heavenspan Token. 

But this big shot actually turned his nose up at the position of Dao Ancestor! 

He thought about it and said, “Your Excellency, accept this Heavenspan Token. I only request for Your 

Excellency to bring me into the Heavenspan Mountain. After entering the Heavenspan Mountain, this 

lowly one will naturally go and find lucky chances on my own. What does Your Excellency think?” 

Ye Yuan was just thinking of opening his mouth to refuse when Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets 

said, “Lord Saint Azure, if you reject, they can only choose the nine great Dao Ancestors. With these 

people’s shitty characters, they will definitely only be making use of these people. I’m afraid that in the 

end, they won’t be able to avoid the end result of dying. Right now, apart from you, no one can 

guarantee their safety. Moreover, you definitely won’t let those few people off. There has got to be 

someone replacing them so that you can make a move. Isn’t that so?” 
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Bang! 

The seat under Ancestor Lightning shattered into dust. 
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He had a gloomy look. It could be seen how furious he was at this time. 

“This bunch of animals, this ancestor treated them well, why did they betray this ancestor?” Ancestor 

Lightning said furiously. 

Below, Pang Zhen stood proudly and said indifferently, “Ancestor, it is public sentiment! The things that 

you all have done already chilled the hearts of the martial artists under the heavens. Why would they 

stand on your side?” 

Ancestor Lightning’s gaze turned sharp and he said angrily, “Shut up, you unfilial child! Are you planning 

to go to his side too?” 

“Yes!” Pang Zhen said without hesitation. 

Boom! 

A terrifying pressure immediately erupted.. Ancestor Lightning’s palm was already pressed on top of 

Pang Zhen’s head. 

Just a bit more and it could take his life! 

But Pang Zhen’s expression did not change, and his heart did not race. He stared straight at Ancestor 

Lightning just like that. 

As if he did not care about his own life at all. 

Ancestor Lightning had a look of thunderous rage. But he could not press this palm down no matter 

what. 

“Scram! Get lost for this ancestor! In the future, you’re no longer a member of my Pang Family!” 

Ancestor Lightning said with an angry roar. 

Pang Zhen knelt down and did three kowtows toward Ancestor Lightning, and said, “No matter whether 

Ancestor acknowledges or not, I’m a member of the Pang Family!” 

Finished talking, he got up and left. 

Similar scenes were happening to the various great Dao Ancestors. 

The nine great Dao Ancestors were forsaken by friends and allies, virtually becoming completely solitary. 

Their fury could be imagined. 

There were even many of their direct lineage martial artists, such as the likes of Pang Zhen, who 

defected from their camp. 

Because they had a better choice now. 

… … 

On this day, in front of the Heavenspan Mountain, the nine great Dao Ancestors and the divine race’s 

eight great progenitors were shockingly present. 

Over on the divine race’s side, there were roughly over a hundred people. 



While on the nine great Dao Ancestors’ side, it appeared rather deserted. 

When Tian Qing saw this scene, he could not help smiling as he said, “Huhu, the exalted Dao Ancestors 

actually only have these few people by their side, it’s beneath your dignity!” 

Lin Chaotian’s expression was very ugly. Giving a cold snort, he said, “There are only just a few rule 

crystals. Why do I want so many people for?” 

Tian Qing had an expression of sudden enlightenment and he said, “Oh, so that’s how it is! Hahaha …” 

Amidst the laughter was full of mockery. 

Lin Chaotian and the rest were angered until their expressions were livid. 

Right at this time, many small black dots appeared on the horizon. 

Everyone’s expression turned intent. Ye Yuan arrived! 

The little black dots gradually grew bigger. A large dense group of people was following behind Ye Yuan. 

There were likely six to seven hundred people. 

Treasure Pig was sleeping soundly in Ye Yuan’s arms. 

Beside him, Sacred Ancestor High Priest, Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets, and the rest were 

shockingly present. 

Among the others, Deva Fifth Blights were not in the minority too. 

There were only a total of 1080 pieces of Heavenspan Tokens. But Ye Yuan’s side occupied more than 

half and was even more than the sum of the other two parties. 

It could be seen what kind of shocking level Ye Yuan’s prestige reached. 

Seeing those familiar figures behind Ye Yuan, the expressions of the few Dao Ancestors became very 

ugly. 

“Zhang Zhen! Wang Jin! Xu Zheng! You guys are excellent! Very good!” Lin Chaotian’s eyes wanted to 

spew fire as gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

Zhang Zhen, Wang Jin, and Xu Zheng were all generals under Lin Chaotian that were held in high regard. 

Lin Chaotian also knew that his reputation had gone bad now. So the ones he sent out were all his 

trusted confidants. 

But he did not expect that even these trusted subordinates turned their backs on him. 

The confidants that he sent out, in the end, only a scanty few people returned. 

Seeing Zhang Zhen and the rest currently, coupled with Tian Qing’s jeering remarks earlier, it could not 

help but upset him greatly. 

Feeling Lin Chaotian’s powerful pressure, the expressions of Zhang Zhen and the rest also changed 

slightly. 



After all, Lin Chaotian’s accumulated awe was too strong. 

“Humph! Lin Chaotian, that thing that you all did, don’t you all have any idea in your hearts? As long as 

one isn’t a fool, they won’t continue to work themselves to the bone for you!” Sacred Ancestor High 

Priest said with a cold snort. 

Lin Chaotian’s power of rule blossomed and actually had an appearance like he was all set for a 

showdown. 

“Is that so? Then this ancestor wants to see whether or not he can protect you all!” 

The moment Lin Chaotian’s aura released, that terrifying pressure made everyone’s expressions change 

abruptly. 

Ye Yuan was very strong, but he had not reached the realm of rule after all. 

Furthermore, casting a big move like Nine Dragons Descending Upon the World might not be able to 

deal with Lin Chaotian too. 

Lin Chaotian could not kill Ye Yuan, but if he wanted to kill Zhang Zhen these people, Ye Yuan probably 

could not protect them either. 

They sought Ye Yuan’s protection but did not expect that Lin Chaotian was so decisive, planning on going 

on a killing spree outside of the Heavenspan Mountain. 

On the other side, Tian Qing looked at this scene calmly, an appearance of watching a joke. 

The human race’s internal friction, he naturally welcomed it greatly. 

“Heh, there’s also this ancestor!” 

Ancestor Fire gave a cold laugh, the power of flame rule also bloomed quietly. 

“Such a good thing, how can this ancestor miss it?” Dao Ancestor Destruction also joined in. 

The nine great Dao Ancestors were actually going to join forces again. 

These few people’s subordinates had practically all run off. They had a stomach full of grievances to 

begin with. 

Now that there was a chance to make Ye Yuan suffer a loss. They were naturally happy to see it happen. 

The few people were all looking like a cat that ate the canary, an appearance of cornering Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan had a calm expression from beginning to end. It was as if these few people did not exist at all. 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan suddenly moved! 

It was only to see his figure suddenly disappeared from where he originally was, already appearing in 

front of Ancestor Fire in a blink of an eye. 

Ancestor Fire’s expression changed and he shouted, “Courting death!” 

Terrifying flame power erupted in an instant. 



The entire sky seemed to have been burned red; incomparably terrifying. 

But Ye Yuan actually ignored this horrifying temperature and pointed a finger at Ancestor Fire. 

The current Ye Yuan, his entire person seemed to be a sharp sword 

A sharp sword that could cut through heaven and earth! 

Seeing this scene, the expressions of Lin Chaotian and the rest changed wildly. 

Sword Dao rule! He … He already reached the realm of Grand Ancestor!” Lin Chaotian cried out in 

surprise. 

The current Ye Yuan had a terrifying power of rule surrounding his body. 

That sharpness tore straight through the firmament, making people unable to look straight at it! 

The Tian Qing who was originally harboring the attitude of watching a show, his pupils shrunk too. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan advanced to the realm of Grand Ancestor so quickly. 

This guy’s improvement was simply unreasonable! 

Just as everyone was shocked, Ye Yuan and Ancestor Fire faced off. 

Boom! 

A terrifying to the extreme force directly swept out. 

Ancestor Fire spurted a mouthful of blood wildly, his figure flying out backward! 

Tian Qing’s pupils constricted and he exclaimed, “What a swift and fierce sword! What an overbearing 

finger! This finger of his condensed without releasing, condensing Sword Dao to the extreme. Exploding 

it at one point, it’s far more brilliant than Ancestor Fire’s technique! The moment Ye Yuan entered the 

realm of Grand Ancestor, his strength already far surpassed the Grand Ancestor Proud Sword back then, 

reaching an unimaginable realm! Among the nine great Dao Ancestors, I’m afraid that apart from Dao 

Ancestor Life, there’s already none who is his match!” 

This review was transmitted into everyone’s ears. 

Everyone was inexplicably shocked. 

Just one finger defeated Ancestor Fire! 

This level of strength stunned everyone, including Lin Chaotian! 

Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back, looking at Lin Chaotian as he said coolly, “You make a 

move then. But bear the consequences yourself.” 

This domineering declaration made everyone feel shocked. 

Lin Chaotian’s expression was even ugly to the extreme. 

What a huge loss of face! 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2485: Universe 

“Damn brat, this ancestor wants you dead!” 

Right at this time, Ancestor Fire’s angry roar came over. 

A flame power even more terrifying than just now suddenly erupted. 

There were terrifying flames everywhere in the sky. 

Clearly, Ancestor Fire was already thoroughly enraged. 

“Fire Dance Frenzied Demon! Die for me! Die! DIE!” 

Balls of flames exploded around Ye Yuan, shaking the void until it trembled. 

In an instant, Ye Yuan was engulfed. 

“It’s Fire Dance Frenzied Demon this move! I heard that this move is Ancestor Fire’s ultimate big move. 

The power is indeed terrifying!” 

“This move can incinerate all things in the world!” 

“Lord Saint Azure will be fine, right?” 

… … 

When everyone saw Ancestor Fire blow his top and unleash his ultimate big move, each and every one 

of them was extremely worried too. 

Against Dao Ancestors, there were none who were easy to deal with. 

Especially if it was their ultimate trump card, those were all magnitudes that could obliterate heaven 

and decimate the earth. 

The moment this move Fire Dance Frenzied Demon was unleashed, the surrounding spiritual energy was 

burned into a vacuum zone. 

It could be seen how terrifying this move was. 

But right at this time, Lin Chaotian’s gaze turned intent, suddenly firing out a spell. 

“Spring Wind for Ten Thousand Miles!’ 

Powerful wood-attribute power was directly injected into Fire Dance Frenzied Demon. 

Wood begets fire! 

Ancestor Fire’s Fire Dance Frenzied Demon suddenly became incomparably berserk under Spring Wind 

for Ten Thousand Miles this move. 

That boundless fire sea actually started blackening, gradually turning black color. 

The temperature of this world suddenly rose to ten times more than before! 
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The void was being incinerated by flames. 

When Ancestor Fire saw this scene, he could not help having a look of wild elation and he said with a 

loud laugh, “Hahaha … Damn guy! See if you still don’t die this time!” 

Everyone’s faces changed wildly. 

No one would have thought that Lin Chaotian’s sudden attack could actually make Fire Dance Frenzied 

Demon hits move undergo such a terrifying change. 

Lin Chaotian’s control of wood-attribute rule had clearly already reached a transcendent degree. 

The wood-attribute power that he injected was like a catalyst, making Fire Dance Frenzied Demon this 

move reach the point of qualitative change. 

This terrifying flame had long already surpassed the Dao Ancestor himself. 

“Damn! This Lin Chaotian is really despicable!” Sacred Ancestor High Priest’s expression changed as he 

said. 

Even Tian Qing’s pupils constricted, and he said in surprise, “I underestimated this Lin Chaotian! This 

move is really impressive! If Ye Yuan comprehended three great laws to the realm of rule at the same 

time, perhaps he would be able to block this move. But right now, he’s probably fraught with grim 

possibilities!” 

By the side, Yue Mengli’s expression changed slightly too, revealing a worried expression. 

Pffft! 

But right at this time, there was a tremor in the fire sea. A figure dashed out of the fire sea, pouncing 

straight for Ancestor Fire. 

Who could this figure be if not Ye Yuan? 

Within a 30 feet radius around him, countless motes of starlight surrounded him, like there were 

countless diamonds decorated around him; magnificently beautiful! 

Tian Qing opened his mouth wide and said with a look of shock, “This … This guy is really a genius! He 

actually laid Sword Dao rule densely in the domain, forming an impermeable sword net! This domain is 

his Sword Dao domain!” 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan was actually using this kind of method to shield the flame rule outside! 

Ye Yuan’s speed was immensely fast. In a blink of an eye, he arrived in front of Ancestor Fire. 

He was currently being excited on his own, thinking that Ye Yuan was dead for sure. 

But in a blink, Ye Yuan appeared in front of him completely unscathed, making him jump in fright. 

Then, it was already too late to think about escaping. 

Ye Yuan’s Sword Dao domain suddenly enlarged, directly covering Ancestor Fire inside. 

“Uni . .. verse!” 



Ye Yuan spat a word out of his mouth without the slightest emotion. 

While the stars around him that filled the sky suddenly bloomed. 

Ancestor Fire’s pupils constricted. There was no time to think too much. The domain power in his body 

bloomed. Terrifying power of flames attempted to force Ye Yuan’s Sword Dao domain out. 

It was just that those countless stars seemed to be countless sharp swords. 

This place became Ye Yuan’s absolute domain! 

Those one sword intent after another pierced right through Ancestor Fire’s domain, slicing onto his 

physical body. 

“ARGHH!!” 

Miserable screams came out from within the Sword Dao domain, being incomparably shrill and forlorn. 

Each sound seemed to be crying in everyone’s hearts. 

Everyone looked at this scene in extreme shock, their thoughts falling into stagnation. 

No idea how long had passed either, the miserable screams gradually stopped. 

Ye Yuan put away ‘Universe.’ A figure fell down feebly. 

Bang! 

Ancestor Fire’s body fell onto the ground, twitching non-stop. 

His body seemed to have been serrated by a saw, sword wounds everywhere. 

His aura was already extremely weak; only one last breath remaining. 

“Hiss …” 

All around, came a series of sounds of cold air being sucked in. 

This kind of scene was seriously too soul-stirring. 

A Dao Ancestor was actually beaten until he lost human form! 

How long had it been since such a thing had happened before? 

Even Tian Qing also felt that his breathing became somewhat ragged. 

Finishing off a Dao Ancestor so neat and tidily, even he could not do it too. 

“U-Universe is it? Within the domain, I am the universe! A fine move, Universe! What a domineering 

Universe! This Sword Dao domain is simply an absolute domain! Entering inside, one will definitely die 

without a doubt!” Tian Qing could not resist praising. 

He really had his breath taken away by this move of Ye Yuan’s. 



Ye Yuan only just stepped into the realm of rule. But his application of Sword Dao rule already reached a 

transcendent realm. 

This move seemed to only be a Sword Dao domain. But with Tian Qing’s knowledge and experience, how 

could it be just like that? 

This move, ‘Universe,’ was the perfect amalgamation of Ye Yuan’s world power and power of law! 

This was also to say that Ye Yuan unleashed the power of Sword Dao rule to the extreme with the Chaos 

Heavenspan Canon. 

Within this domain, Ye Yuan’s offensive power practically had no upper limit! 

The endless Sword Dao rule was like an endless sea of swords, only giving up after all of your strength 

was depleted. 

“Lord Tian Qing, this is merely a Sword Dao domain. Is it really so formidable?” Tian Xing said with 

refusal to give in. 

Tian Qing gave him a glance and said, “Even if this ancestor gets caught inside, I’ll likely lose a layer of 

skin if I want to escape too! His power doesn’t lie with the Sword Dao rule, but the application of Sword 

Dao rule, as well as his powerful world power! If my conjectures are right, Ye Yuan’s world power is 

likely more than ten times that of ordinary martial artists! It’s on completely different levels!” 

When the divine race’s people heard that, each and every one of them was incomparably shocked. 

They did not expect that Progenitor Tian Qing’s appraisal of Ye Yuan would actually be so high. 

In that case, it was tantamount to acknowledging that Ye Yuan already had the strength to threaten 

Progenitor Tian Qing! 

This was simply inconceivable to them! 

Ye Yuan still had his hands behind his back, looking at Lin Chaotian as he said coolly, “Now, do you still 

want to see whether or not I can protect them?” 

Lin Chaotian opened his mouth wide, instinctively wanting to refute. 

But the words reached the tip of his tongue and were swallowed back down. 

The strength that Ye Yuan displayed already reached the acme of perfection! 

Ye Yuan who reached the realm of rule, even if it was only a Sword Dao rule, he was already at the level 

of standing shoulder-to-shoulder with him too. 

“C-Consider yourself ruthless! Brat, let’s each stay out of the other person’s business!” Lin Chaotian 

gritted his teeth and said. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2486: Death of Dao Ancestor! 

“S-So strong! Ancestor Fire and Dao Ancestor Life two people joined forces and were actually unable to 

even trap him!” 
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“Crushing Ancestor Fire with one move! The present Lord Saint Azure is really truly worthy of this title.” 

“Yeah! Lord Saint Azure corroborating his Dao is the blessing of martial artists of our generation!” 

… … 

After the shock, everyone was extremely excited. 

Dao Ancestor Life had capitulated! 

The deterrence was mutual. 

Ye Yuan’s strength could clearly stand shoulder-to-shoulder with him already. 

He had long expected that there would be this day. It was just that he did not expect that it would arrive 

so quickly. 

Only a short while ago, Ye Yuan had the nominal title of Saint Azure but did not have the strength to 

match it. 

But now, with Ye Yuan defeating Ancestor Fire in a single one move, being virtually on par with Dao 

Ancestor Life, he was already completely worthy of the title of Saint Azure! 

He was that Saint Azure who created an eternal legend! 

Boom! 

However, right at this time, a shocking change occurred again! 

A piercing cold to the extreme fist wind swept past. It was only to hear a bang. The place where 

Ancestor Fire collapsed directly turned into nothingness. 

The high and mighty Ancestor Fire actually perished! 

Everyone was shocked to the extreme, opening their mouths wide, disbelief on their faces. 

“Huhu,?weaklings don’t have the qualifications to live on. Rather than living painfully, better to let this 

progenitor send you off,” Tian Qing said with a faint laugh. 

The punch earlier was launched by Tian Qing. 

Dao Ancestor Firespirit who had been unrestrained for an epoch actually perished in front of the 

Heavenspan Mountain! 

Just now, with Ye Yuan inflicting heavy wounds on Ancestor Fire, everyone was just amazed at Ye Yuan’s 

strength. 

But the impact that Ancestor Fire’s death brought to everyone was too strong. 

Everyone realized that an era of heroes vying for supremacy had already arrived! 

In this era, Dao Ancestors had a possibility of dying too! 

Ye Yuan gave Tian Qing a glance, still very calm. He did not express too much. 



Ancestor Fire was Lin Chaotian’s number one lackey. If he died, then he died. Ye Yuan did not have much 

sympathy. 

His strength had recently improved further. His reliance on the nine great Dao Ancestors was not that 

strong anymore. 

Furthermore, very soon, new Dao Ancestors would be born too. 

Whether or not Ancestor Fire died was not important. 

But to Lin Chaotian as well as the other seven great Dao Ancestors, Ancestor Fire’s death had clearly 

touched their most sensitive nerves. 

Lin Chaotian exploded at once. 

“Ye Yuan! You colluded with the divine race and killed my human race’s Dao Ancestor! What is your 

intention!” Lin Chaotian shouted angrily. 

Ye Yuan looked at Lin Chaotian like looking at a fool and said coolly, “Tian Qing murdered people, but 

you don’t dare to shout at him. So you’re yelling at me? This matter arose because of you. Now, 

Ancestor Fire was killed, but you’re blaming it on me? Do you not want face?” 

Ye Yuan had just arrived and Lin Chaotian and Ancestor Fire were like lunatics, wanting to target him. 

He was merely forced to fight back. Now, Lin Chaotian pinned another large charge on his head. 

Truly laughable! 

Lin Chaotian’s eyes wanted to spit fire and he said angrily, “Brat, you wait for me! We’ll showcase our 

true abilities on Heavenspan Mountain!” 

Finished talking, he flicked his sleeves and left. 

Rumble?… 

Suddenly, the Heavenspan Mountain gave a strong undulation. 

An enormous light door appeared slowly. 

The Heavenspan Mountain opened! 

Lin Chaotian’s pupils constricted and he said, “Go!” 

It was only to see his figure moved, and he already arrived in front of the light door. 

Lin Chaotian held the Heavenspan Token in his hand and walked into the light door first. 

Clearly, he was already too impatient to wait. 

The seven great Dao Ancestors also followed closely behind, entering the Heavenspan Mountain. 

Tian Qing gave Ye Yuan a glance and said with a smile, “You taking your own sweet time, aren’t you 

afraid that they will snatch the position of Dao Ancestor?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I’m not interested in the position of Dao Ancestor.” 



Tian Qing’s expression choked and he said with a frown, “Not interested??Huhu,?interesting! Do you 

know what kind of level this progenitor’s strength will reach when I attain the position of Dao 

Ancestor?” 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and said, “My spatial law and Formation Dao law are also both almost reaching 

the realm of rule already!” 

Tian Qing almost spat out a mouthful of old blood. He originally wanted to mock Ye Yuan but was 

choked to death by Ye Yuan. 

“You, this fellow, really aren’t cute at all! Let’s go!” Tian Qing gave a cold snort and entered the 

Heavenspan Mountain. 

After waiting for the divine race to enter the Heavenspan Mountain, Ye Yuan said coolly, “After entering 

the Heavenspan Mountain, everyone relies on your own lucky chances! I’ll say it again. Whoever helps 

me find the Tear of Life, I’ll help him ascend to the position of Dao Ancestor!” 

The hundreds of Deva powerhouses were invigorated and said in unison, “Yes, Lord Saint Azure!” 

Originally, Ye Yuan did not want to get involved in the struggle for Dao Ancestor. 

But later on, he still heeded Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets’ suggestion. 

At least, if there were more people, there was a greater chance of finding the Tear of Life. 

As for the rest, he did not care. 

Arriving before the light gate, Ye Yuan stopped and did not advance, his mood fluctuating a little. 

After many years of hard work, he was finally nearing this step. 

Restraining his emotions, Ye Yuan stepped into the light door. 

In front of his eyes were balls of gray fog. Above the void, there were blue bolts of lightning flashing. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly. Wasn’t this scene precisely what was inside the realm fog? 

“What’s wrong, Ye Yuan?” Sacred Ancestor High Priest came afterward. Seeing Ye Yuan’s abnormal 

state, he could not resist asking. 

Ye Yuan said, “Heavenly Dao Samsara, the realm fog floods the Heavenspan Mountain. I think … it 

should be the rules getting reshuffled! Looking at it this way, each epoch will be a little different.” 

Sacred Ancestor High Priest said in surprise, “This … Is this the realm fog?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “I’ve once entered the realm fog before and seen this scenery.” 

Sacred Ancestor High Priest gave Ye Yuan a glance and could not help being speechless. 

This guy was really freakish! 

Sacred Ancestor High Priest felt the realm fog a bit. Suddenly, his expression changed greatly and he 

said, “Damn, there’s the power of Great Dao suppressing in this place! We can’t fly in the air or shuttle 

through the void. We can only walk forward on foot. This place is a huge cage!” 



Ye Yuan was taken aback and said, “Really?” 

Finished talking, his figure flashed, appearing several dozen feet away. 

Then, he kicked his feet and rose into the air. 

Following that, a bolt of blue lightning struck. He grabbed it casually and actually grabbed that bolt of 

lightning in his hand. 

The Treasure Pig in Ye Yuan’s arms suddenly sniffed his nose and swallowed the lightning in one bite. 

Then, he went to sleep again contentedly. 

Sacred Ancestor High Priest opened his mouth wide, an expression like he had seen a ghost. 

These two fellows were simply not human! 

When Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets and the rest who just came in saw this scene, each and every 

one of them was shocked speechless. 

“You … How did you do it? Could it be that you’re actually not suppressed by the power of Great Dao?” 

Sacred Ancestor High Priest said in surprise. 

“Lord Saint Azure is too amazing! He can actually fly on the Heavenspan Mountain!” 

“Monstrous! Truly monstrous!” 

“Being able to teleport, able to fly, it’s simply being established in an undefeatable position!” 

“Indeed, we were right in following Lord Saint Azure!” 

… … 

When everyone saw this scene, they were all extremely shocked. 

The moment they entered, they were suppressed by the power of Great Dao, thoroughly becoming 

mortals. 

Who would have expected that Ye Yuan was actually not affected in the least bit? 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “My small world is a little special. This power of Great Dao can’t suppress me.” 

Sacred Ancestor High Priest smiled bitterly and shook his head as he said, “No wonder you look down on 

Dao Ancestors!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2487: Heaven-defying Luck! 

In the gray fog, on many narrow, winding trails, hundreds of Deva powerhouses had all already entered 

the Heavenspan Mountain. 

Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets was clearly not unfamiliar with this place and said, “These narrow, 

winding paths all lead above one million miles. Each small path, you’ll encounter all sorts of different 

lucky chances. But further up, these small paths will merge randomly, and eventually lead to nine exits. 

At that time, you all will encounter other martial artists. The killing will also kick off at that time!” 
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The breathing of the numerous powerhouses also became quicker. 

Stepping onto this path, they would be opponents! 

In order to become a Dao Ancestor, the final fight would be extremely tragic. 

There were no friends on the path of becoming a Dao Ancestor. 

Everything was all for the sake of obtaining the rule crystals. 

“Now, you guys each choose a path and set off!” Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets said. 

The moment his voice faded, the six to seven hundred powerhouses rushed away one after another. 

Ye Yuan looked at Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets, Sacred Ancestor High Priest, as well as Pang 

Zhen, Wan Zhen, and the rest, and said, “Are you all with me, or setting off by yourselves?” 

Heavenly Dao Samsara, there would be all kinds of lucky chances on this road, just like the Tear of Life. 

Previously, the Tear of Life had never appeared. But under Heavenly Dao Samsara, it would definitely 

appear. 

Hence, that was why Ye Yuan would come to the Heavenspan Mountain. 

“Your Excellency, we want to try it ourselves!” Pang Zhen and Wan Zhen said in unison. 

Ye Yuan smiled and nodded his head and said, “Go on!” 

The two were overjoyed and also each chose a small path. 

As for Heavenly Emperor Profound Secrets and Sacred Ancestor High Priest, their strength was even 

stronger. They naturally had to personally tackle the Heavenspan Mountain. 

To them, following Ye Yuan could naturally ensure their safety. 

But it was impossible for Ye Yuan to always be by their sides protecting them. 

At times, people had to face things themselves. 

Furthermore, walking together with Ye Yuan was equivalent to that they would not be able to encounter 

lucky chances belonging to themselves. 

After everyone left, Ye Yuan brought Treasure Pig and also set foot on a narrow, winding trail. 

Ye Yuan walked very carefully, looking very meticulously, not willing to miss a single detail. 

Ye Yuan had never seen the Tear of Life before. The people around him also had not seen it before. 

Only the nine great Dao Ancestors had seen the Tear of Life before. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan would rather be slower than to miss it. 

Whoosh! 

Whoosh! 



Whoosh! 

All of a sudden, one gray shadow after another dashed out of the fog, heading straight for Ye Yuan. 

Each of these gray shadows was extremely powerful; comparable to Deva Fourth and Fifth Blight 

powerhouses! 

When there was an opportunity, there would naturally be danger. 

On this Heavenspan Mountain, apart from the ever-present blue lightning, there were also other lurking 

dangers. 

For example, these gray spirits. 

Their names were called gray spirits, a creature unique to the Heavenspan Mountain during the 

Heavenly Dao Samsara period. 

These gray spirits were extremely powerful, the weakest was also Deva First or Second Blight. 

To powerhouses who entered the Heavenspan Mountain, it was naturally incredibly dangerous. 

But currently, the strengths of these gray spirits that dashed out were far from just Deva First and 

Second Blight. 

Among them, the weakest was Deva Fourth Blight too! 

Furthermore, it was a large group! 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed and he said, “I’ve just started, how come I encountered so many gray spirits? 

Seems like … something isn’t quite right!” 

“Roar!” 

Right at this time, the Treasure Pig in Ye Yuan’s arms suddenly gave an angry roar. 

The gray spirits that were originally trying to attack Ye Yuan actually trembled all over in the air, 

suddenly stopping. 

Treasure Pig directly flew out of Ye Yuan’s embrace with a whoosh. 

Then he swallowed a gray spirit in one mouthful. 

Each and every one of those gray spirits trembled heavily, fleeing frantically into the gray fog. 

Treasure Pig had clearly discovered the deliciousness. So how could he be willing to let them go? 

It was only to see him whoosh again, burrowing into the mist. 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, he could not suppress his laughter. 

This Treasure Pig was really becoming more and more gluttonous. 

Ye Yuan could feel that although these gray spirits had intelligence. They were extremely pure energy 

bodies. 



They were absolutely great tonics to Treasure Pig. 

And Treasure Pig’s strength was extremely terrifying, it was virtually equivalent to two great Dao 

Ancestors joining forces. 

There were really not many existences capable of harming him in this fog. 

Therefore, he was also very at ease. 

“Roar!” 

“Roar!” 

“Roar!” 

In the mist, Treasure Pig’s angry roar came from time to time, from varying distances and different 

directions. 

Clearly, he was hunting down those gray spirits crazily. 

No idea how long had passed either. The roars in the fog became thinner and thinner. 

Suddenly, a pink shadow rushed into Ye Yuan’s arms. 

He was still holding a white sphere in his mouth. 

“Eurrp!” 

Treasure Pig burped contentedly and the white ball also dropped in Ye Yuan’s palm. 

Then he went to sleep on his own. 

Clearly, he ate until he was very full. 

But Ye Yuan’s eyelids twitched wildly! 

“This thing … it wouldn’t be such a coincidence, right?” Ye Yuan looked at the white ball in his hand and 

could not help smiling bitterly as he said. 

An extremely strong water-attribute rule was emitting off of the white ball. 

That was right, it was precisely the power of rule! 

This power of rule surged like the bright moon in the dark night, unable to hide at all. 

Even if Ye Yuan was a fool, he also guessed what this was. 

Rule crystal! 

Ye Yuan did not expect that he just went out of the gates and already encountered the rule crystal that 

everyone yearned after even in their dreams! 

Judging from the power of rule coming from the rule crystal, it should be the water source crystal. 

He looked at the water source crystal in his hand and could not help being speechless. 



Intentionally planting flowers but not blooming. Unintentionally planting a willow tree and the willow 

tree became a shade. 

He was originally not inclined to the position of Dao Ancestor, but he encountered the rule crystal right 

after he left the house. 

How could one make sense of this sort of thing? 

The rule crystal could appear in any corner of the Heavenspan Mountain. 

But encountering it at this location was extremely rare. 

Even the Dao Ancestor Light back then also only encountered it above 10,000 miles. 

But Ye Yuan just stepped out of the house, being less than a mile out! 

This luck was simply heaven-defying! 

Treasure Pig was also impressive. Entering the gray fog and wandering around leisurely, he returned 

with a rule crystal in his mouth. 

Ye Yuan could not help feeling helpless. He looked at Treasure Pig and said, “You this fellow, if you 

brought me a Tear of Life back, how great would that be?” 

Treasure Pig seemed to have felt something in his heart and opened his sleepy eyes and gave Ye Yuan a 

disdainful look. 

Posturing was not done like how you’re doing it! 

Treasure Pig was not stupid. On the contrary, he was extremely intelligent. 

How great the value of a rule crystal was, he naturally knew. 

Ye Yuan smiled bitterly. Who could understand his pain? 

However, he was not pretentious either. After all, it was a seat of Dao Ancestor. Since he acquired it, it 

was naturally impossible to throw it away. 

He put the water source crystal away. But no matter what he did, he was not able to suppress the water 

source crystal’s power of rule. 

When he carried this thing on him, it was like carrying a lighthouse. 

On the lighthouse, there was even a sign stating it’s here! 

Ye Yuan could not help being speechless again and grumbled, “No wonder in the last struggle for Dao 

Ancestor, of the few remaining human race powerhouses, another large group died. How is this thing 

some rule crystal? It’s simply a death-hastening crystal!” 

No matter who it was, having obtained this thing, they were bound to suffer the besiegement of 

everyone. 

The allure of the position of Dao Ancestor was seriously too strong, nobody could resist it! 



Therefore, this was simply a death-hastening talisman! 

 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2488: You Guys, Get Lost! 

“Hand over the mysterious rune and I’ll spare you from death!” 

“Get lost! Just based on you?” 

“Kill!” 

“Kill!” 

… … 

On the main road, there was chaos. The sound of fighting rose and ebbed. 

Along with the merger of the narrow, winding trails, more and more martial artists started meeting and 

fought endlessly for lucky chances. 

Those who dared to come to the Heavenspan Mountain were not weak. The fighting was very fierce. 

On this main road, more than ten Deva powerhouses were currently undergoing a miserable fight for a 

mysterious rune. 

Fierce undulations scattered the gray fog a little. 

Suddenly, a powerful rule undulation came from below. 

Everyone’s expressions changed wildly and actually stopped the battle at the same time without prior 

agreement, looking down below with looks of anticipation! 

Who did not know what happened? 

Rule crystal! 

Somebody obtained a rule crystal! 

“Hahaha … I really didn’t expect that the rule crystal appeared so early!” 

“Nobody is allowed to snatch with me! The rule crystal is mine!” 

“No matter who it is, go up and kill first before talking!” 

… … 

The group of powerhouses mustered up killing intent fully, preparing to take action. 

In the gray fog, that figure advanced unhurriedly, becoming clearer and clearer. 

“Kill!” 

No idea who shouted. More than ten powerhouses rushed over one after another. 
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Although it was not possible to fly here, how fast was the foot strength of a Deva Fifth Blight? 

In a blink, they arrived in front of that person. 

But, when they saw that person’s face clearly, everyone’s movements abruptly stopped. 

Everyone seemed to have been hit by a paralyzing hex, freezing there. 

“L-Lord Saint Azure!” 

When the powerhouses saw Ye Yuan, their eyes went wide. 

No one could have thought that the struggle for Dao Ancestor just started and Lord Saint Azure was 

already holding the position of Dao Ancestor in his hand. 

The rule crystal in Ye Yuan’s hand and in their hands were two different concepts. 

Those able to shake Ye Yuan were only grand ancestor-level characters. 

Furthermore, it was even not ordinary grand ancestors. 

Who was tired of living, to dare snatch the rule crystal from his hands? 

Ye Yuan’s gaze swept across everyone’s faces. Everyone only felt their entire body turn stiff as if they 

were being stared at by Heavenly Dao. 

How could they dare release any hint of greed toward Ye Yuan? They could only bury all of their 

emotions at the bottom of their hearts, not daring to divulge it in the slightest. 

Among these people, there were many who were brought in by Ye Yuan. 

However, Ye Yuan said it very clearly. He was only responsible for bringing in and nothing else. 

As for who could become an ancestor, it each relied on lucky chances! 

In reality, it was impossible for Ye Yuan to interfere even if he wanted to manage it. 

Facing the opportunity to become an ancestor, who could let it go? 

Becoming an ancestor meant reaching the heavens in one step! 

“You guys continue,” Ye Yuan said a sentence with a smile and passed through the crowd. 

“W-We send Lord Saint Azure off respectfully!” Everyone sweat profusely, seeing Ye Yuan off with their 

eyes. 

It was only after Ye Yuan’s figure completely disappeared from everyone’s line of sight did everyone feel 

relieved from the tremendous pressure. 

They discovered that their backs were already drenched! 

The present Lord Saint Azure was too terrifying! 



In the crowd, a martial artist’s eyes suddenly lit up and he said excitedly, “T-Tear of Life! We still have 

hope! As long as we find the Tear of Life, with Lord Saint Azure’s sainthood name, he’ll definitely hand 

the rule crystal over to us!” 

Another person said, “Right! There’s still the Tear of Life! As long as we obtain the Tear of Life, not only 

will Lord Saint Azure give us the rule crystal, he’ll even protect us all the way until we corroborate our 

Dao and become and ancestor!” 

Suddenly, the martial artists that Ye Yuan brought looked toward the other few people with pity. 

These few people came in with the nine great Dao Ancestors. 

“Heh, you all can forget about it! This ‘us’ doesn’t include you all!” 

“Lord Saint Azure is forthright and is clear about what to love or hate! Even if you all obtain the Tear of 

Life, the nine great Dao Ancestors will definitely kill and seize the treasure too! Therefore, don’t think 

about it!” 

The martial artists that Ye Yuan brought in had a strong sense of superiority at this time. 

While those few people had gloomy faces and were extremely depressed. 

They were really somewhat regretting it. 

This was a chance to corroborate one’s Dao and become an ancestor! 

Finding a Tear of Life was much easier than finding a rule crystal. 

At least, the Tear of Life would not be a moving beacon like the rule crystals that could attract endless 

killing. 

… … 

Ye Yuan advanced along the way but did not find traces of the Tear of Life. 

Fate seemed to be playing a joke with him. He could easily find a rule crystal, but he could not find the 

Tear of Life. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Suddenly, incomparably strong undulations came from ahead. 

In addition, a vast and colossal power of flame rule also came from ahead. 

No need to go and Ye Yuan already guessed what happened. 

The fire source crystal came into being! 

In front, there were five powerful auras, all acquaintances. 

The corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth curled slightly and he said, “Interesting!” 



“All-encompassing Tide!” 

“Immortal Rebuking True Lightning!” 

“Destruction Heaven-shocking Palm!” 

“Brahma True Body!” 

… … 

Ye Yuan advanced slowly, five Grand Ancestor level powerhouses were currently in the heat of battle. 

The human race’s three ancestors coincidentally faced off against the divine race’s two great 

progenitors, fighting until the gray fog shook endlessly. 

Far away, many powerhouses kept a wide berth and did not dare to approach at all. 

Among the five people, there was a small flame-like ball, flickering indeterminately. 

Regardless of who obtained the rule crystal on both sides, they would suffer frenzied attacks and could 

not hold it at all. 

Suddenly, the five people felt something and stopped fighting one after another. 

It was undeniable that the water source crystal on Ye Yuan was too eye-catching. 

The five people originally thought that another rule crystal appeared. But upon seeing that it was Ye 

Yuan, their expressions could not help changing. 

They were fighting here endlessly and Ye Yuan had already gotten hold of the water source crystal! 

When Ancestor Water saw Ye Yuan, he said without the slightest hesitation, “Ye Yuan! The matter 

previously was all this ancestor’s fault! Help me obtain this fire source crystal. In the next ten billion 

years from now on, this ancestor will be at your beck and call!” 

This was a super helper! 

Ancestor Water’s mind spun the fastest, immediately judging the current situation. 

The moment Ancestor Lightning heard, how could he be willing to show weakness? He immediately said, 

“Ye Yuan, you and I are rather deeply connected! You help this ancestor this time, the Pang Family will 

serve you as our master in this epoch!” 

The moment Dao Ancestor Destruction heard, how could he be willing to give in, hurriedly saying: “Ye 

Yuan, what they can do, this ancestor can do the same! This ancestor requests for you to take action and 

help me once!” 

Opposite, the divine race’s two great progenitors were dumbstruck with amazement from listening. 

They did not expect that the human race ancestors did not even want their morals anymore for the sake 

of obtaining the fire source crystal. 

Weren’t these few people still fighting it out to the death with Ye Yuan previously? 



How did it become such a situation in a blink of an eye? 

They discovered that they were somewhat unable to understand the way humans thought. 

However, their faces also became solemn. If Ye Yuan joined the battle, they would be under a lot of 

pressure! 

Ever since Ye Yuan cut Ancestor Fire down with his sword, the deterrence that he gave everyone was 

seriously too strong. 

“Ye Yuan, we stay out of each other’s business! You already obtained one rule crystal. If you’re getting 

involved in the struggle for the fire source crystal too, you’ll be making too many enemies!” Yellow 

Lineage’s progenitor, Yi Feng, said in a solemn voice. 

Ye Yuan had a calm face when suddenly, he smiled at this time and said, “I’m not interested in being a 

Dao Ancestor, but since I ran into a rule crystal, I can’t turn a blind eye to it too! I’ll be taking the fire 

source crystal! You guys, get lost!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2489: Battling Five Ancestors! 

“G-Get lost?” 

Regardless of whether it was the five great ancestors or the powerhouses in the distance, they were all 

somewhat doubting whether or not their own ears heard wrongly. 

Ye Yuan was actually making five Grand Ancestor level powerhouses get lost? 

Yes, Ye Yuan was strong. 

But, it was also impossible for him to deal with five people at the same time, right? 

“Ye Yuan! You … You’re also too arrogant, right? Do you think that by killing Ancestor Fire, you can 

ignore all of us Dao Ancestors?” Ancestor Water said in a solemn voice. 

But the corners of Yi Feng’s mouth curled slightly and he said with a smile, “Rather interesting! Are you 

provoking the five of us?” 

Ye Yuan said indifferently, “I only want the rule crystal! Of course, if you think that it’s a provocation, 

you can too!” 

Ye Yuan’s words were boundlessly domineering! 

“Hahaha …” 

When Yi Feng heard that, he could not help bursting into laughter and said, “I didn’t expect that one 

day, this progenitor will actually be looked down upon like this by someone! I also never thought that I 

would join forces with humans one day! What do the three of you think?” 

Yi Feng was laughing, but he was already genuinely enraged. 

What kind of figure was he? 
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A progenitor who had once laughed proudly at the summit, monopolizing all life! 

Now, he was actually being looked down upon by someone to the point of asking him to get lost! 

If this could be endured, what else could not be? 

Of course, the one who was angry was not just him alone. 

The other four were all enraged, especially Ancestor Water three people! They put aside their egos to 

beseech Ye Yuan but did not expect to be humiliated by Ye Yuan like so. 

Ancestor Water had a black face and said in a solemn voice, “Although this ancestor isn’t willing, right 

now, there seems to be no other choice! This brat is too arrogant!” 

Ancestor Lightning also had a dark look as he said, “Humph! Refusing face when it’s given! Originally, 

we’re very apprehensive of you, but you insist on forcing the five of us to join forces! This place is the 

Heavenspan Mountain. You can’t fly and can’t teleport! This ancestor wants to see whether or not you 

can survive under the five of us teaming up!” 

Dao Ancestor Destruction sneered and said, “Ye Yuan, after you attained the position of a Grand 

Ancestor, you seem to have become more and more puffed up with conceit! Since that’s the case, then 

this ancestor doesn’t mind sending you off!” 

Crazy! 

Utterly crazy! 

Lord Saint Azure was going to forcibly resist five great Dao Ancestors joining forces! 

Ye Yuan had once escaped with ease from under the joint forces of the nine great Dao Ancestors. 

It was just that, escaping and frontal confrontation were two totally different concepts! 

The surrounding Deva powerhouses were all dumbstruck with amazement, not understanding why Ye 

Yuan would make such a choice. 

Ye Yuan’s mouth curled and he said disdainfully, “Refusing face when it’s given? Huhu, do you guys have 

face? Not anybody can be this Ye’s servant if they want to!” 

It was not that Ye Yuan was showing off his ability, but that he did not have a favorable impression of 

any one of these people. 

To these Dao Ancestors, there were no forever friends, and also no eternal enemies. 

But to Ye Yuan, kindness was kindness, enmity was enmity! 

These few guys were nauseating to the extreme. Now, they were actually still thinking of turning around 

to cooperate with him. 

Dream on! 

Furthermore, since he ran into the fire source crystal, it was naturally impossible to let it go. 

Holding the rule crystal in his own hands was clearly the best option. 



There were many people around him suitable to be the next Dao Ancestor! 

The expressions of the human race’s three Dao Ancestors all turned black like the bottom of a pot. 

Ye Yuan did not take them seriously at all! 

In order to obtain the rule crystal, they already gave up the dignity of a Dao Ancestor. 

But Ye Yuan did not buy it at all! 

“Humph! Talk about after you can survive from under our hands! All-encompassing Tide!” 

Ancestor Water did not say another word and directly made a move! 

Instantly, Ye Yuan was engulfed by the tide. 

Furthermore, there was even a strange power in this tide, making people unable to shake free. 

“Immortal Rebuking True Lightning!” 

“Destruction Heaven-shocking Palm!” 

“Brahma True Body!” 

… … 

Five great Dao Ancestors each executed their means. It was either an earth-shaking big move or a 

Heavenly Dao True Martial. 

The five people’s power superimposing together was truly terrifying to the extreme. 

Ye Yuan’s expression did not change, and he casually threw Treasure Pig to one side and joined in the 

battle. 

Treasure Pig rolled dozens of times on the ground, ending up under a rock. But he still did not have the 

intention of waking up. 

This guy had just eaten to his fill and was dead asleep right now. 

“Universe!” 

Ye Yuan gave a low cry, Universe appeared again! 

The pupils of Ancestor Water and the rest all shrunk, revealing looks of dread. 

Ancestor Fire died under this move! 

The five great Dao Ancestors were very fearful of Ye Yuan, not daring to get into close quarters with Ye 

Yuan at all. 

Once they got caught in Universe’s range, they would also not be far from death. 

But very soon, they were shocked! 

Universe’s defense was similarly solid as a metal bucket! 



The five of them working together actually could not breach Universe’s defense! 

Ye Yuan propped Universe up and moved freely among the five of them. 

Occasionally, he could even pose some threat to them. 

These terrifying moves, Ye Yuan received all of them as they were. 

Sword Dao rule was originally mightier than the unitary Five Element Laws. 

Even destruction rule was also slightly inferior when compared to Sword Dao rule. 

Of course, more importantly, Dao Ancestor Destruction’s strength was inadequate! 

What the few people were even more unaware of was that Ye Yuan’s chaos world had currently reached 

grand completion already. His world power was unbelievably strong! 

World power coupled with the Universe’s sword art executed with Sword Dao rule, it was virtually the 

Heavenspan World’s strongest swordsmanship already. 

Wanting to breach Universe, unless you forcibly broke through from outside with absolute strength. 

But very clearly, these five people were all not qualified enough! 

Each and every one of the onlooking Deva powerhouses was dumbfounded with shock. 

“This … This is also too strong, right?” 

“Universe this move simply has no weakness to exploit!” 

“Hisss … This is the legendary Sword Dao moving the gods, right?” 

… … 

Ye Yuan’s fearsomeness deeply shocked everyone present. 

Previously, when killing Ancestor Fire, Universe only appeared for an instant. Everyone did not feel its 

might. 

But now, the might of Universe was exhibited beyond a doubt! 

Invincible defense, harrowing attack! 

This kind of move could be rated as without weaknesses to exploit! 

The more the five great Dao Ancestors fought, the more alarmed they got. 

Yi Feng two great progenitors had already each displayed two Heavenly Dao True Martials but were still 

unable to break Universe. 

“Damn it! How can this boy be so strong? Gentlemen, stop holding back! Otherwise, no one can obtain 

the rule crystal!” Ancestor Water said with a low roar. 

As a Dao Ancestor, how could they not have any trump cards up their sleeves? 



Just like Ancestor Fire’s Fire Dance Frenzied Demon! 

This kind of big move could virtually obliterate heaven and decimate the earth. 

The other four people nodded one after another and said, “Okay! Looks like we got to bring out our true 

abilities!” 

The seal in Ancestor Lightning’s hands suddenly changed, and he shouted coldly, “Boundless Heavenly 

Fiend Lightning Prison!” 

All of a sudden, the surrounding became a sea of lightning! 

An enormous cage wrapped Ye Yuan up tightly! 

Inside were incomparably thick electric snakes, flying around everywhere. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

These electric snakes attacked Universe frenziedly, attempting to break through! 

Dao Ancestor Destruction put both hands together, a horrifying power that could obliterate heaven and 

decimate the earth erupted from his body. 

Only to see him throw a punch out ordinarily. That terrifying power even opened up a gap in the 

lightning prison! 

“Shiva Celestial Deity Eradicating Palm!” 

At the same time, Ancestor Water and the two great divine race progenitors unleashed their strongest 

attacks one after another! 

Universe finally loosened up a little under this terrifying power! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2490: Dual Polarity 

When Ancestor Water saw this scene, he could not help being overjoyed as he said with a loud 

laugh, “Hahaha … Did you see that, Ye Yuan? This is the power of Dao Ancestors! Death is the outcome 

of you provoking Dao Ancestors!” 

“Ye Yuan, you looked down on us eight great progenitors too much! Have you forgotten how many 

grand ancestors died under our Heavenly Dao True Martial back then?” Yi Feng also said with a cold 

smile. 

In reality, among these five people, the combat strengths of the two great progenitors were even above 

the three Dao Ancestors. 

When they unleashed their full strength, the power was truly boundless. 
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Only then did the three Dao Ancestors know that previously, Yi Feng two people did not use their full 

strength at all. 

Fortunately, Ye Yuan finally forced out these two people’s hidden strength fully with his formidable 

strength. 

When the Deva powerhouses saw this scene, they could not help sighing heavily. 

“Sigh! Lord Saint Azure was still overly confident!” 

“Each of these ancestors is an old monster who has lived for ten billion years. Who doesn’t have some 

trump card?” 

“Lord Saint Azure played too big this time. Not only did he fail to get the fire rule crystal, but also 

probably even the water rule crystal can’t be protected!” 

… … 

With regards to the current situation, everyone felt pity for him. 

Ye Yuan’s might naturally could be seen clearly. 

It was just that, facing the strongest few people in this world, he was a little too overbearingly haughty. 

But currently,Ye Yuan who was inside Universe had a calm look. He did not feel panic. 

Facing Ancestor Water and Yi Feng’s cynicism, he just said coolly, “You all seem to be very pleased with 

yourselves! Is this all you have? But I haven’t even used my full strength yet!” 

The moment these words came out, the expressions of the five great Dao Ancestors changed wildly. 

But very soon, Ancestor Water smiled coldly and said, “Huhu, did we grow up being intimidated? This 

move of yours already exerted Sword Dao to the extreme, breaking the joint efforts of Lin Chaotian and 

Ancestor Fire! This ancestor doesn’t believe that you still have an even stronger move!” 

Yi Feng also said, “You’re also looking down on us, these few old fellows, too much! Huhu, if you still 

have some trump card, feel free to use it!” 

Not that they did not believe it, but that Ye Yuan’s Universe move was indeed too strong! 

They simply could not imagine what kind of level a sword move that was even stronger than this move 

would reach. 

Ye Yuan nodded slowly and said, “Rest assured, you’ll be able to see it right away!” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s Universe actually started spinning. 

The originally invulnerable Universe suddenly had an extremely large hole appeared after it started 

spinning. 

When the five great Dao Ancestors saw this scene, their entire bodies shook! 

Courting death! 



They were currently like flies. 

Suddenly seeing a crack on the egg, how could they let it go? 

Immediately, their big moves all rumbled towards that gap. 

But at the same time, Ye Yuan’s body radiated with a resplendent golden light! 

Terrifying dragon might instantly rippled out! 

True Dragon Profound Armor! 

Ye Yuan’s body was actually covered by a layer of powerful dragon scales. 

These dragon scales were all transformed from blood vitality. 

Boom! 

The five great Dao Ancestors’ big moves bombarded onto this True Dragon Profound Armor in their 

entirety. 

Ye Yuan tasted sweetness at his throat, his innards already sustaining serious injuries. 

But he forcefully suppressed his injuries. 

The divine essence within his body poured out crazily, injecting into Universe! 

Right as Ye Yuan was under attack, Universe already converted into two blades. 

The two blades started rotating crazily at this time. 

The terrifying cutting edge of the swords directly split the fog into two! 

A scent of death instantly diffused in the air. 

Originally, the five great Dao Ancestors all had delight on their faces for having inflicted serious wounds 

on Ye Yuan. 

But very soon, their expressions became very ugly! 

This was the scent of death! 

Ye Yuan really still had a final hit move! 

The originally rock-solid and calm Universe revealed its sharp edge at this time, the murderous aura 

without restraint! 

The swift and fierce sword intent was exerted to the extreme at this moment! 

Reaching Ye Yuan’s realm, the sword was the intent in his chest, there was no need to deposit it inside a 

material object. 

His divine essence could similarly be a sword! 

“Dual Polarity! Kill!” These three words popped out of Ye Yuan’s mouth[1]! 



Those crazily spinning two blades cut straight through the air, carrying an incomparably sharp edge! 

At this moment, the cutting edge intent of the sword was practically going to slice this Heavenspan 

Mountain’s cage completely apart! 

And this sword was heading straight for Ancestor Water. 

Ancestor Water’s heart was almost jumping out. The scent of death hit him head-on. 

How many years had it been? 

How many years had he not faced the threat of death already? 

Ever since corroborating his Dao and becoming an ancestor, death this word seemed to have already left 

him. 

But at this moment, he seemed to have found it again! 

How could he dare to have the slightest hesitation? Ancestor Water revolved his divine essence and 

power of rule madly, attempting to block Dual Polarity. 

A Turn of the Tide! 

Continuous without ceasing! 

Pffft! 

Pffft! 

No matter how he blocked, Dual Polarity was like a cutting machine. Wherever it passed through, it 

mowed down all resistance! 

Dual Polarity gradually enlarged in his eyes! 

Finally, bang! 

Dual Polarity breached his domain and broke through his final layer of defense, completely garroting 

him! 

Places where it passed through, no corpse or bones remained! 

Ancestor Water, dead! 

“Puhwark!” 

Only now did Ye Yuan spurt out a mouthful of fresh blood. 

However, he did not care. He said indifferently, “Now, I’m collecting the fire rule crystal. Who else still 

has objections?” 

Each and every one of the remaining four great Dao Ancestors’ complexions turned deathly pale. 

They were frightened by this scene earlier! 

Ye Yuan killed someone under the siege of five great Dao Ancestors! 



Just now, in the time it took for sparks to fly off a piece of flint, Ye Yuan forcibly resisted the ultimate 

moves of the five, and executed the swift and fierce to the extreme big move, Dual Polarity! 

This kind of strength made people daunted at the sight of it! 

The current Ye Yuan was akin to an undefeatable god of war, giving people a feeling of invincibility. 

The four great Dao Ancestors actually took several steps back without prior agreement. 

“Very well. It seems like nobody has any objection!” 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly, walked in front of the fire rule crystal, and put it away. 

From start to end, not a single one of the four great Dao Ancestors dared to step forward to stop him. 

Putting away the fire rule crystal, Ye Yuan said coolly, “Do you all want to continue, or … scram?” 

The current Ye Yuan was full of energy when speaking. 

Although his aura was somewhat unstable, he did not seem to have suffered too much damage. 

Yi Feng’s expression was ugly to the extreme. 

Although he was a divine race progenitor and his power was boundless, wanting to kill a Dao Ancestor 

was not an easy matter. 

Defeating and killing were two completely different things! 

Dao Ancestors had experienced the baptism of rule crystals. Their strength was more than a magnitude 

stronger when compared to Grand Ancestors. 

“You … You’re really a freak!” Yi Feng gritted his teeth and turned around, merging into the gray fog. 

The other person also followed closely behind. 

Ancestor Lightning’s expression was ugly as he said, “The five of us struck with our full power, and yet 

you … you actually only suffered light injuries! C-Consider yourself ruthless! This ancestor will stay a 

respectful distance from you in the future!” 

Finished saying, he also turned around and merged into the gray fog. 

When Dao Ancestor Destruction saw Ancestor Lightning leave, he also did not bother to speak, hurriedly 

running away. 

The feeling that Ye Yuan gave them was really extremely monstrous. 

Corroborating one’s Dao and becoming an ancestor, this signified eternal life! 

To the nine of them, death was already a distant noun. 

But now, Ye Yuan had the strength to kill Dao Ancestors. 

Furthermore, it was killing Ancestor Water under the besiegement of five great Dao Ancestors! 

How strong was this impact on them? 


